Using OCLC Connexion

http://connexion.oclc.org/ is the link to the web version of OCLC Connexion

- Enter your OCLC authorization (what precedes the / in your SmartPort login)
- Enter your password (what follows the / in your SmartPort login)

**Best search key patterns to use...**

- **4,4/format/dlc/pubyr** (this is your author,title search)
  - First four letters of author’s surname. If fewer than 4 letters, then you add a ^.
  - First four letters of the first word of the title. If fewer than 4 letters, then you add a ^.

- **3,2,2,1/format/dlc/pubyr** (this is your title search)
  - First three letters of the first word of the title (excluding a, an, the). If the first word has fewer than three letters, then you add a ^.
  - First two letters of the second word of the title. Add a ^ if the second word has fewer than two letters or you’re dealing with a one-word title.
  - First two letters of the third word of the title. Add a ^ if the third word has fewer than two letters or you’re dealing with a two-word title.
  - First letter of the fourth word of the title. Add a ^ if your title is only three words in length.
  - Limit your search by format (ex. bks for books, vis for visual materials, ser for serials, com for computer files)
  - Limit your search to look for DLC copy (dlc for Library of Congress)
  - Limit your search by pubyr (enter the date published or copyright date)

- **ISBN search**
  - Just scan or type the ISBN in the search box

- **LCCN search**
  - Use the In: prefix then type in your LCCN in the search box

- **ISSN search**
  - Use the sn: prefix then type in your ISSN in the search box

- **Publication number search** (originally used for music, it also works for visual materials!)
  - Use the mn: prefix then type in your publication number in the search box

- **Combination keyword search in Command Line Search window**
  - Enter search terms using Boolean operator AND as you would in WorldCat

- **Keyword/Numeric search window**
  - Use the down arrow to search by ISBN, LCCN, name, personal name, publisher, publisher number, series, standard number (ISSN), or title. Uses the Boolean operator AND. Can also limit your results by: language, material type, source (DLC), format, years, microform, Internet, or holdings.

---

This is what your search key would look like for Z Brewer’s *Eleventh grade burns*, published in 2010.

- 4,4 search pattern = brew,elev/bks/dlc/2010
- 3,2,2,1 search pattern= ele,gr,bu,^/bks/dlc/2010
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This is what the display looks like in Connexion when you open a record:

- Notice that you see the OCLC# in the upper left corner. From here you can easily see that the title has classification #s (050 for LC, 082 for Dewey—in this case, [Fic]). And the 040 field is where you see that it’s DLC copy.

- Then it’s just a case of highlighting the OCLC #428027744 (like you would in WorldCat) and using SmartPort to import the record you select.
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- Notice the Action window? If you click on the down arrow, as shown in the screen shot below, you see that the last choice is to **Update Holdings**. That means you can immediately update your holdings so that it appears in WorldCat and OCLC you’re your library owns a copy of this title. Notice also the fourth choice in the dropdown list: Delete Holdings. So, if you have a title they decide to weed from its collection, they can go on Connexion, look up the record by its OCLC#, then select the Action to **Delete Holdings**, so that your holdings can be removed from that title in WorldCat and OCLC.